How to Unlock Bootloader Redmi S2 / Y2, Redmi 7?

Attention! This Method only for Redmi S2/Y2 and Redmi 7, it will not work on other Xiaomi Models!!!

For Redmi 7 Will need Xiaomi Authorized Server, for others not.

You need Put this device to Flash mode its Mean QdLoader 9008 EDL Mode
Some devices need doing Testpoint for force EDL mode, You can see TestPoint pics at Hydra TP Folder, Example of Redmi S2/Y2 TestPoint

You will see QdLoader 9008 Port at device manager, if you not see it
Install EDL Drivers which available at support area

Run Qualcomm Module from Humtool, Untick Auto then Select Brand and Model, From top right Change connection as Flash Mode, Tick Xiaomi Bootloader, then Click Excute
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